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T1V Partners with DataVisual Marketing Inc. to Bring Visual
Collaboration Software Solutions to Canada
T1V has partnered with DataVisual™ as the distributor for the company’s collaboration and active
learning software solutions in Canada. The announcement comes as T1V expands its market
presence in North America, with increasing demand for hybrid collaboration in global enterprise
and higher education markets.
T1V has partnered with DataVisual, Canada’s leading value added distributor of audio visual and
technology solutions, to expand its presence in the Canadian market for visual collaboration solutions.
Based in the U.S., T1V is a visual collaboration company specializing in hybrid collaboration software for
enterprise and education markets. T1V’s mission is to empower teams to collaborate anytime, anywhere and is a driving force in its status as a leading innovator in visual collaboration software, with seven
issued patents for hybrid collaboration and active learning technology.
T1V’s collaboration solutions span a full spectrum of organizational needs, from ThinkHub for
full-featured, global collaboration to T1V Hub for wireless screen sharing. The T1V app is a mobile
companion application that provides a seamless, intuitive user experience for in-room and remote
participants - serving as a single entry point to connect and collaborate across T1V’s full range of
software solutions. Together, T1V’s collaboration line supports total scalability across the enterprise.

“DataVisual is excited to add T1V’s innovation in video collaboration to our comprehensive lineup of
solutions,” says Lisa Kislich-Lemyre, DataVisual CEO. She continues, “T1V’s solution is true
collaboration enabling all participants to contribute on the same project simultaneously from
anywhere. Going beyond video conferencing, T1V’s solution makes return to work and hybrid
collaboration a reality, scalable to any size business.”
“T1V is thrilled to partner with DataVisual to expand our presence in Canada,” says T1V EVP of Sales
and Marketing Adam Loritsch. Loritsch adds, “The DataVisual team brings their knowledge of the
Canadian market, paired with their expertise in collaboration solutions for the enterprise organization. As
companies are faced with the challenges of returning to work in the post-pandemic world, DataVisual’s
industry experience and service are invaluable in helping end users transition to the new hybrid work
model.”
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About T1V
T1V is a visual collaboration company specializing in hybrid collaboration software for enterprise and
education markets. The company’s collaboration platform includes ThinkHub® collaboration for global
workspaces and the T1V app - working cohesively to bring teams together for seamless, intuitive working
sessions.
T1V’s suite of collaboration software transforms the way people meet - making meetings a place where
teams can collaborate anytime, anywhere.
T1V ThinkHub Education™ technology is designed to support active learning across a variety of teaching
and learning styles, from traditional lecture to team-based teaching and learning. The solution also
connects satellite classrooms, campuses, and remote participants to improve access for students and
teachers.
T1V Story™ enables brands to visually tell their story in an engaging, interactive format. Story couples the
visual power of mixed media with the brand’s unique look and feel to create a totally branded,
one-of-a-kind experience.
All T1V solutions are Built for BYOD™ (bring your own device) to support the many devices, programs,
and platforms of today’s hybrid meeting and learning environments. T1V is a leading innovator in
large-scale, interactive software technology, with seven issued patents in visual collaboration software.
About DataVisual
DataVisual Marketing is an industry leader in Audio Visual distribution in Canada, providing clients with
best in class AV and technology products and solutions.
DataVisual stands apart from traditional distributors, supporting our distribution functions with a National
sales team who have experience as both integrators and product experts, a business development team
that works directly with end users, an inside sales support team, in-depth technical and product expertise,
as well as demonstration equipment, product specification assistance, and vendor training. Leveraging
our industry experience, service and expertise allows our channel partners, both resellers and
consultants, to provide the best AV and technology solutions and support for our brands.
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